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Abstract 
This transition process is part of the implementation of the national e-government policy 
GIDEON and INSPIRE in the Netherlands. The current large scale base topography (GBKN) 
is managed by a Public Private Partnership (PPP) consisting of all network operators, 
municipalities, provinces and water boards and the Cadastre.  In 2008 a transition program 
has started under supervision of the ministry of infrastructure and environment (MinIenM) to 
implement legally mandated key registry topography (BGT). The transition program initiated 
technical, organisational, financial, process and governance changes. After 3 year of 
negotiation a new national standard for topography was agreed. This standard IMGEO 2.0 
incorporates all topographic object used by the national, regional and local authorities in 
support of their activities. The technical transition process involves migration of over 2D 
vector databases distributed over 500 public and private organisation to one uniform national 
5D object database (NSDI). In order to be able to do this new legislation had to be developed 
the BGT Law and a new public sector governance model had to be implemented. The current 
Public Private Partnership LSV GBKN will be dismantled and transferred to a Shared 
Services Centre in the public domain. In this Shared Service Centre (SSC BGT) all national 
agencies, water boards, provinces and municipalities will participate. A societal cost benefit 
analysis (SCBA) was performed and a new finance model implemented. All stakeholder 
agreed to perform active benefit management in order to achieve a 20 percent cost reduction 
by implementing the principle of” measure once use multiple” and state of art innovation in 
the data acquisition process. This transition process will be discussed in a historic 
perspective of over 90 year’s large scale base map production since the 1930. Lessons 
learned on governance, financial models and innovation will be discussed and presented. 
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 Period 1930 - 1968  
As early as in the 30’ the Dutch politicians were concerned about damage to the cable and 
pipeline infrastructure. They considered the cable and pipeline infrastructure in the 
Netherlands as "the nervous system of modern society." ( Member of parliament  J.  Glerum 
1937).  It was realized at that time that in order to prevent excavation damage to the utilities 
infrastructure a proper registration of the location of cables and pipelines was crucial. In order 
to be able to do these detailed topographic maps as geodetic reference for the location of 
cables and pipelines was necessary. They also recognized that for the exchange of information 
in-between different stakeholder (spatial planners, diggers, network administrators and the 
regulating authorities) one similar looking reference map was crucial to prevent 
miscommunication. Hence the concept of the Large Scale Topographic Base Map of the 
Netherlands (GBKN) was born and early production started. 



  
 Period 1968-1975  
 In a report of a parliamentary committee “Cable & Pipeline Registration” in May 1971 the 
importance of the Large Scale Topographic Base Map (GBKN) for a national cable & 
pipeline registration was identified. The report also concluded the importance of the GBKN 
map for management of public space, a tasks performed by the local governments 
(municipalities, provinces and water boards.  This report is regarded as the formal starting 
point of a national initiative to start the production process of one national uniform large scale 
topographic base map of the Netherlands. The purpose of this activity was to unify the chaos 
of formats, shapes and scales, attributes, and colour schemes used in local and regional 
GBKN maps. Hence the national standardisation process the contents of the map large scale 
base map should be kept sufficiently in order to be able to support the many different business 
processes of a diverse user community. Preference at that time was given to a scale 1:1.000. 
Already great importance was given to regional cooperation in the production and 
maintenance process.  Also there was an awareness that a decentralized and uncoordinated 
production of this map would lead to inefficiency, multiple data acquisition and processing 
resulting in a huge waste of time and public funding. 
 
 Period 1975 - 1985 Assignment of the public task GBKN to the Kadaster  
 In 1975 the Kadaster (Dutch Land Registry office) was assigned by ministerial decree the 
public task to produce, maintain and distribute the Large Scale Topographic Base Map of the 
Netherlands (GBKN). The initial plan was to produce the map by using photogrammetric in 
co creation with already existing local and regional map producers. Also during this period 
much effort was spend to gain an insight into the production and maintenance costs of the 
map in order to reduce the cost and improve efficiency. Mandatory use of the GBKN for 
spatial planning purpose was a time rejected. The GBKN was produced analog, although there 
were already discussions to create a digital map. However the internal business processes of 
the user were not yet ready for a digital map.  
 Allocations key:  
The funding schema was initially Land Registry (50%), Municipality (25%) and the four 
utilities (gas, water, electric and cable) jointly (25%).  
 The share of the cost was essentially based on the benefit each parties obtained by using the 
GBKN in their internal business processes. 
 The map was created on user demand and when sufficient funding was available. The result 
of this method was that the GBKN fragmentary became available. This was rather difficult for 
the national users but inevitable because of the available funds.  Hence the GBKN was still 
completely analog available.  
  
 Period 1985 - 1992 Withdraw of the public task GBKN from the Kadaster. 

During the early production phase of the initial GBKN 
under the responsibility of the Kadaster cost reduction 
played an important role. This resulted into a pluralistic 
GBKN policy that arose with respect to the product, cost, 
cost allocation and minimalistic maintenance. The initial 
public budgets that were available came under increasing 
pressure due to the economic recession (oil crisis).  The 
Ministry commissioned the Kadaster to cover completely 
their own expenses and reduce costs. In 1990 the Kadaster 
had a one million deficit on their balance that had been 
partly caused by the investments in the production of a  



     national uniform GBKN.  
 The "staples, utilities' GBKN          The ministry ordered a sharp budget cut and announced 

that the GBKN was no longer a core task of the Kadaster. 
The assignment was withdrawn by ministerial decree.  

 The Land Registry Act also was adapted and the GBKN task was removed including the 
assigned budget...  The Kadaster was still considered to be one of the participants in the 
GBKN projects but their share in the production costs was significantly reduced. The 
investment of the Kadaster was related to usage of the GBKN map in a new digital cadastral 
map. An organisational consultancy bureau Twijnstra Gudde was commissioned to work out a 
new organisation form consisting of the main users of the GBKN map. A new allocation key 
was established based on use of the GBKN map by the different public and private 
organisations in support of core business processes. 
 
Period 1992 - 2001 GBKN production by a Public Private Partnership GBKN  
 At the end of 1992 a public private partnership GBKN was established. The main aim of this 
partnership was to continue the production of the GBKN by regional alliances and establish a 
national uniform coverage of the map. The objective was realize this within a period of 10 
years  
 Allocations key: Regarding funding of the production cost was agreed that the utility 
companies contributed 60% of the costs and the municipalities and the Kadaster each  20%... 
The ministry made an investment budget available of 10 million guilders to cover the costs of 
a national secretariat and as a loan facility for small and middle large municipalities so they 
could participate in the public private partnership from the start. 
 The public private partnership had a positive effect on the production off the national 
coverage of the GBKN map. In addition to the partnership a number of topography producing 
municipalities produced the GBKN for their own management area. The GBKN map was 
produced digitally (vector file). The last production area the municipality Hardinxveld 
Giesendam was completed in January 2001.  
 The digital GBKN vector map from that moment covered achieved a national coverage. 
However in content it was not uniform in content due to regional and local differences. 
  
Period 2003 - 2008  GBKN maintenance by a new Public Private Management 
Partnership LSV GBKN 
 When the nation wide production of the initial digital GBKN map was realized, the map had 
to be maintained, by tracking mutations in the real world and managing the update of the 
digital GBKN map (actuality off 3 months).  For this management phase, a new public private 
management partnership LSV GBKN was founded in January 2003. Over a period of 5 years 
the maintenance costs of the digital GBKN map was reduced considerably (40%) due to a 
national tender and uniform specs based on standard data specification named handbook 
VIPU.  
 Allocations key:  The cost allocation is becomes another point of discussion. A technical 
consultancy bureau K + V performed a cost benefit analysis study and developed a 
geographical weighted cost allocation key resulting in  utility companies 35%, municipalities 
41% and the Kadaster, 24%. After a few years of negotiation the board of directors of the 
LSV GBKN agreed an allocation key of utility companies 45%, municipalities 30%, Kadaster 
20% and provinces and water boards 5%.   
  
 Almost every manager who works professionally with GIS in the Netherland uses the digital 
GBKN vector map.  The GBKN in generally was good enough for local application. However 
for regional national applications it is less suitable due to the regional differences in content 



and accuracy. Current  ICT developments in the GIS 
field, and utility management packages (SCADA) 
demand object-oriented information.   Also the GBKN 
vector map could not easily be linked with other object 
oriented geographical and administrative key 
registrations, including WION / KLIC, the basic 
registrations BAG, BRK and BRT.   
 Hence further development of the GBKN vector map to 
a uniform object-oriented Large Scale Base Topography 
national registry required from the national government 
to give a new impulse and take responsibility.  
A lobby from the user community started to upgrade the 
GBKN to a modern objective oriented legally mandated 

the "standard” GBKN                   key registry funded from the national budget.  The 
importance of geographical information for our society increased the last years strongly. This 
applies to both industry and government. Geographic information is essential in for challenges 
faced by society in spatial planning and land use, water management, environment, 
agriculture, energy transition, traffic management and crisis management and safety.  
 For the purpose of an efficient and effective public service to citizens and businesses, the 
geo-information is becoming instrumental for the public sector and the e-government policy 
at national, regional and local administrative levels... 
 The Minister of Infrastructure and Environment  – MinI&M is the coordinating ministry and 
responsible for the geo-information policy in the Netherlands. As part of the national 
transposition of the European INSPIRE directive, which provides for harmonization of 
geographic information within and between countries within Europe a national Geo 
Information Policy was established named GIDEON.. This policy provides a coherent vision 
and implementation strategy of the INSPIRE directive and standards in the Netherlands. The  
Transition of the GBKN vector map to a modern national uniform 3D object-oriented Large 
Scale Base Topography key registry (BGT) is an integral part of this policy. The GIDEON 
policy also includes an Open Data policy for all geographic information in the Netherlands 
including the BGT. In order to achieve this system of legally mandated key registries had to 
be established. The key registries are annually funded from the national public budget in order 
to guarantee long term sustainability. 
  
 Period 2009 - 2012 BGT transition Phase I – Design, Preparation and Policy 
Development,  
 In the preparation of the Large Scale Base Topography key registry (BGT)) the Ministry of 
IenM set up a 5-7 year transition programme and involved all stakeholders. In order to 
develop a transition strategy a number of action lines for the technical design, organisational 
structure and governance, financial model, transition and maintenance process and legislation 
(BGT Law) were established. 
 In this phase has the LSV GBKN “old organisation” has worked intensively to the BGT  
program bureau and the future stakeholders in order to ensure a well organised transition of 
responsibilities and maintenance of the large scale  topographic base map  In numerous action 
lines  LSV experts actively participated and  provided support. Furthermore LSV GBKN 
together with the ministry MinI&M financed the activities. 
 As a result of this phase a new public shared services organisation was established SVB 
BGT, by the public sector source holder by law responsible for the maintenance of the 3D 
object-oriented Large Scale Base Topography key registry (BGT)   
  



 Period 2012 - 2016 BGT transition Phase II –production of the BGT and transfer of 
responsibility for the PPP LSV GBKN à Public Partnership SVB BGT.  
During this phase the BGT will be produced based on all available regional and local Large 
Scale Base Topography vector data. The challenge will be migrate the vector data to a 3D 
object-oriented Large Scale Base Topography registry and meanwhile keeping it up to date. 
For this concurrent operational planning will be used as well as an integrated approach during 
the transition process, The old organisation LSV GBKN and the new organisation SVB BGT 
will form joint forces and  
Combine their financial budgets. Both the maintenance budget as an investment budget will 
be combined in order to create a transition budget of 125 M Euro’s for a period of 3 years. 
Modern data acquisition techniques like automated object recognition form satellite images 
and ortho/stereo/oblique areal photograph in combination with 360 degree terrestrial 
photographs on land and water, Laser scanning and altimetry (AHN 2) will be used.  The 
transition will start concurrent in 24 transition regions and involves a major logistical 
operation.  
  
 2016 and later years.  
 When the transition form the GBKN vector map to a national 3D object-oriented Large Scale 
Base Topography registry had been finalised. The public private partnership LSV GBKN will 

be dismantled and liquidated. The maintenance of the 
Large Scale Base Topography of the Netherland will 
then be arranged by the BGT law. The Municipalities, 
Provinces and Water board including a number of 
governmental agencies like ProRail, RWS and Defence 
will be legal source holder. a national registry at the 
maintained at the  Kadaster and the utility companies 
will become users. All governmental agencies in the 
public sector have obligatory usage as well as error 
reporting.  The initial BGT will be extended to IMGEO 

The "object" BGT /IMGEO                2.0 and include all topographic maintenance objects of 
the public sector. The added value to society will then increase even more.  
  
 Retrospective  Observations  
 The geographical location of cables and pipelines and prevention of  excavation damage have 
been a  political and governmental key driving force since the  1930’s to create a uniform 
country-wide large scale (1:1000) base topography map. Until today this driving force still is 
present.  Impulses for the realization of a nationwide database, quality improvement and 
innovations are mainly initiated by the introduction of legislation or changes in the legal  

 
Regime and the creation of a public private partnership (PPP). However after 30 years it 
became evident that a legal framework was necessary in order to establish a national uniform 
registry.  Discussion on the cost allocation in between the various users raged at every change 
of regime and can be intensive (complex and lengthy) due to the large number of stakeholders 
involved and the importance of the GBKN for their internal business processes.  The spirit of 



cooperation and mutual trust has always ensured that they came to a consensus. As a result, 
the contents of the GBKN improved significantly and resulted innovation of the business 
processes of the users. Hence creating large societal and corporate benefits. The introduction 
of the statutory key registry BGT brings a new impetus to the large scale base topography of 
the Netherlands.  The introduction of the BGT law (compulsory supply / use) gives an 
impulse to innovation (object. 3D) enables more efficient business processes within the 
government and increase usage outside the traditional geo field.  
  
 
 


